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ICE Book Reader Professional With Serial Key [2022-Latest]

* read PDF, DOC, JPG, TXT,
RTF, HTML, PDB, XML, ZIP,
JAR, CHM, EPUB, PRC,
HTMLZ, TXTZ, CHMZ,
EPUBZ, PRCZ, JSON, XMLZ,
SYLK and COM files. * view e-
books and various print
books including Fiction,
Biographies, Literature,
Comics and Dictionaries. *
fast book reader: fast
loading, stable and low
power consumption. * read
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text format: PDB, RTF,
HTML, DOC, TXT, JPG, JAR,
ZIP, CHM, EPUB, PRC and
SYLK. * support
next/previous page reading.
* reading offline books and
books downloaded from the
Internet. * read e-books in
landscape or portrait
orientation. * support
bilingual reading. * read
HTML books: CSS styles,
hyperlinks and images. *
mark specified locations. *
select and copy text with
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size 100pt, 150pt, 200pt,
250pt and 300pt. *
bookmark all the marked
locations with the bookmark
icon. * retrieve all the
bookmarks. * set up an
alarm clock. * view HTML
book details, including the
HTML document elements
and the extracted text. *
language identification and
detection. * book
highlighting and
autoindentation. * fast
search and replace. * search
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all the text in a book file. *
book cross-referencing. *
dictionaries, a phrasebook
and a thesaurus. * mark the
text with specified color. *
show the document in a
smaller size. * convert to the
speech file (.CPR) or save
file in the speech format. *
open the book in a separate
window or toggle the full
screen mode. * full text
display in the book. * high
performance: multi-
threaded and batch process.
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* can play audio sound. *
can play the audio from

ICE Book Reader Professional Crack+ [32|64bit] 2022

ICE Book Reader
Professional Activation Code
is an application designed to
help you read books in the
digital format. It supports
several extensions,
including RTF, HTML, DOC,
TXT and PALM. This tool can
also be stored as portable
software. In this case, you
can place ICE Book Reader
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Professional Cracked
Version on a removable
device (like a USB flash
drive), save it on any
computer and directly run
its executable file. More
importantly, there are no
changes made to the
Windows registry and no
leftover items can be found
after program removal.
Although the interface of the
app may seem complicated
at a first glance, ICE Book
Reader Professional Cracked
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Accounts is actually pretty
simple to work with. You can
use either the file browser
or clipboard to import a
book. The file list displays
the file name, book name,
author, title, category,
language, comment and
other information on each
entry. So, you can sort the
digital books according to
the last date of access or
modification, author name,
series or other criteria. ICE
Book Reader Professional
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Product Key allows you to
copy or edit selected text,
use a search function, exit
full screen mode, hide the
toolbar, switch to speech
mode and enable automatic
scrolling. In the "Options"
area you can view book
information, change the
interface language,
configure scroll mode
settings (e.g. speed,
proportional font), set up an
alarm clock and make color
corrections. ICE Book
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Reader Professional runs on
a moderate amount of CPU
and system memory, has a
good response time and
contains user
documentation. We have
not come across any
difficulties throughout our
testing; ICE Book Reader
Professional did not freeze,
crash or pop up error
dialogs. However, its
interface needs some
updates. The app should be
easy to figure out, even by
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less experienced users. This
is really a fair and good app
that is still small, not like
the others that are huge. I
enjoy the author. ICE Book
Reader Professional is the
simplest and most portable
application for reading your
favorite books. It supports
several formats, including
PDF, EPUB, RTF, PNG, TIF,
JPG, and HTML. ICE Book
Reader Professional is also
portable, meaning you can
store the app on a Flash
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drive and then run it from a
USB drive on any computer.
In addition, no changes to
your Windows system are
required. ICE Book Reader
Professional allows you to
open and organize files from
your PC in a single window,
see all your files
alphabetically and sort them
according to date and size,
or print book pages for later.
b7e8fdf5c8
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ICE Book Reader Professional

The #1 World's Best Games
and Apps, Editors' Choice,
Android Authority Magazine
app of 2014! *** ICE Book
Reader Professional is a
utility program for reading
books or magazines in the
digital format. The app
supports several extensions,
including DOC, PDF, EPUB,
PNG, HTML, RTF and TSX,
and it supports password
protection. The application
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also allows you to display
additional information about
the book or magazine,
including the last date of its
access or modification, type,
author, series, publisher,
language, description,
length and image path. ICE
Book Reader Professional
allows you to copy or edit
selected text, use search
function, exit full screen
mode, hide the toolbar,
switch to speech mode and
enable automatic scrolling.
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In the "Options" area you
can view book information,
change the interface
language, configure scroll
mode settings (e.g. speed,
proportional font), set up an
alarm clock and make color
corrections. ICE Book
Reader Professional is
created with "EASY TO USE"
in mind. It contains user
documentation that covers
all its options and features.
Want to try before you buy?
There is a FREE DEMO
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version available in the
application store! The demo
version allows you to read
10 books. Please be aware
that there is no capability to
save data. ICE Book Reader
Professional Features: •
Supports several file
extensions for the book file
types, including TSX, TXT,
JPEG, JPG, PNG, PDF, EPUB,
DOC and RTF. • You can use
the book in the full screen
mode and choose from
several predefined skins. •
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There is no limit on the
number of digital books that
can be read by ICE Book
Reader Professional. • Press
"O" on the toolbar to switch
between the main window
and search window. • Press
"H" on the toolbar to hide
the toolbar. • Press
"Alt+Tab" on the Windows
taskbar to quickly switch
between opened windows. •
Press "Shift" on the
Windows taskbar to open
the quick settings window. •
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There is a button that allows
you to pause or resum the
reading mode. • Press
"Shift" on the Windows
taskbar to open the
"Settings" window. • Press
"Shift" on the Windows
taskbar to switch among
three reading modes:
normal, speech and full
screen. • Press "Ctrl+Tab"
on the Windows taskbar to
open the "Book Info"
window. • Press "Ctrl+

What's New in the?
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ICE Book Reader
Professional is an
application designed to help
you read books in the digital
format. It supports several
extensions, including RTF,
HTML, DOC, TXT and PALM.
This tool can also be stored
as portable software. In this
case, you can place ICE
Book Reader Professional on
a removable device (like a
USB flash drive), save it on
any computer and directly
run its executable file. More
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importantly, there are no
changes made to the
Windows registry and no
leftover items can be found
after program removal.
Although the interface of the
app may seem complicated
at a first glance, ICE Book
Reader Professional is
actually pretty simple to
work with. You can use
either the file browser or
clipboard to import a book.
The file list displays the file
name, book name, author,
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title, category, language,
comment and other
information on each entry.
So, you can sort the digital
books according to the last
date of access or
modification, author name,
series or other criteria. ICE
Book Reader Professional
allows you to copy or edit
selected text, use a search
function, exit full screen
mode, hide the toolbar,
switch to speech mode and
enable automatic scrolling.
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In the "Options" area you
can view book information,
change the interface
language, configure scroll
mode settings (e.g. speed,
proportional font), set up an
alarm clock and make color
corrections. ICE Book
Reader Professional runs on
a moderate amount of CPU
and system memory, has a
good response time and
contains user
documentation. We have
not come across any
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difficulties throughout our
testing; ICE Book Reader
Professional did not freeze,
crash or pop up error
dialogs. However, its
interface needs some
updates. The app should be
easy to figure out, even by
less experienced users. ICE
Book Reader Professional...
After an email, a browser
and a number of other
Android apps, HERE Comes
a Plan B. This application is
designed with the idea that
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you want to go somewhere
in a car, find out where that
location is on Google Maps
and then find a nearby gas
station, movie theater or
store before going there.
The app will do all this for
you. It is your typical "Plan
B" in its feature set. If you
are finding nearby gas
stations, movie theaters,
food joints or any other
store or restaurant - this app
is for you. Before you get
the download link, please
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read our review of the app.
Even though, this app is
very good, it still has some
flaws, but as this application
is still the best
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP,
Vista, 7, 8, or 10 Processor:
Intel Pentium® 4 2.0GHz or
AMD Athlon XP 1700+,
2.4GHz Memory: 1024MB
RAM (1GB recommended)
Video: 1024x768 display
resolution DirectX® 9.0c
compatible video card with
Shader Model 3.0 or later
DirectX® 9.0c compatible
sound card Hard Drive:
500MB free space Internet:
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Broadband connection Hard
Drive Space:
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